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Starring (in order of appearance):
Nick Moline (5 lines) 
CIV Nyira (Barbara Moline)
Guest Appearances By (in order of appearance):
Michael Johnson as EO CPO Trux
	Bruce Oriani as EO PO Elkcaps N Hctap 
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Mission Transcript
Previously on Arcadia: While the senior staff is investigating temporal anomalies in the nebula, Civilian Nyira Santiago is busy preparing her newly leased real estate for the upcoming grand opening of her new establishment.
Chief Petty Officer Trux is leading the team assigned to retrofitting the old Strawberry Tea Room hotel rooms to meet Nyira's requirements.
Begin "The Building of a Spa"
EO CPO Trux says:
::walking the walls of the Tea room scanning for load baring walls::
::marks the first junction with a supporting bulkhead he pauses a moment to log the data on his PADD::
CIV Nyira says:
::walks down the promenade heading for her Resort::
EO PO Elkcaps N Hctap says:
::carrying six 50 lb. bags of spackle powder; one in each arm to the area he's working on::
EO CPO Trux says:
Elk: Most of the rooms are going to be semi private spas But first the lower level of this entire facility I believe may be a dance floor and could even support holographic entertainment. We need to see to the power requirements before we put new walls up. Can you see to the stage area and hooking up power leads?
EO PO Elkcaps N Hctap says:
CPO: Sur ting. ::sets the sacks down::
CIV Nyira says:
::walks into what will be Nyira's Spa Resort wearing comfortable pants and a loose shirt. She also replicated an old style hard hat ready to get to work.::
EO PO Elkcaps N Hctap says:
::sees Nyira, makes a low bow towards her, spreading 6 arms wide out at his sides:: CIV:Weltome to whut weel be your new reessort. Lemme shows ya whut's weeze gots planned.
EO CPO Trux says:
::finds another load baring wall and marks it as well::
EO PO Elkcaps N Hctap says:
::pulls out a small disk from his pocket of his coveralls and activates it showing Nyira a 3d holographic model of the completed project:: CIV: Feels free to looked it overs and make any changings you desires.

CIV Nyira says:
Elk: I know the plans I am the one that made them thank you thought. :: sees CPO Trux and heads over::
Trux: how are things going on my suites?
EO CPO Trux says:
::pulls out a multi-spanner and begins removing self-sealing stimbolts from the wall modules where possible::
EO PO Elkcaps N Hctap says:
::laying the power grids that will control the holographic images around the room as well as the multicolored lighting systems::

EO CPO Trux says:
CIV: Hello, things are going smoothly, we are on track to open within a couple weeks. While I have the walls exposed are there any behind the scenes changes that you need while things are a bit more exposed?
CIV Nyira says:
Trux: I have a permit to tap into the station water supply so piping will need to be put in as well as extra heating units to heat the water for our treatment tubs and sauna.
EO CPO Trux says:
CIV: I think we can make that happen hopefully the boss will make it back to help round out the project. Speaking of the Chief of course, I know Takor wanted to be a part of this.

PAUSE

